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MITCHELL GILBERT MESSINA 

Go Away Mitchell 

 
 
Gallery call me up for one last job 
I’m out the game I say, retired 
That’s alright, we can find someone else they say 
Well shit, I say, when you put it like that 

 
STEVENSON Cape Town is pleased to present Go away Mitchell by Mitchell Gilbert Messina, his 
umpteenth exhibition with the gallery. 

 
Gallery call me up for budget, logistics, schedules, proposal  
I scoot them a spreadsheet that says It’s clobberin’ time on it   
Heres my proposal right here I say as I crack my bones  
And tell them to buckle down for a knuckle samwich 

 
Following the thread of his Ramp interventions (2013) and the self-made fictions of Cape Times 
Mitchell Edition (2015), this exhibition is occupied with documentation and its persuasive nature. 
Using video, sculpture and text, Messina is more interested in telling the story of a prolific practice 
than pursuing it, articulating entire bodies of works as fiction, pointing toward potentialities with words 
and fabricated footage, before promptly moving on.   
 

Gallery call me up for a little chat, shoot some breeze 
We hear you like jokes they say, giving me a smile and a thumbs up  
Out of nowhere, pull they thumbs up across they neck in a threatening gesture 
You make a joke at our expense, and you’ll be sorry wise guy  

 
Messina’s work is humorous, taking a sly observational tone that flips between sardonic and naively 
optimistic as it grapples with various concepts. In his new video works, Messina observes the 
institutions, structures and mechanisms of contemporary art and mimics their visual and conceptual 
language. Having previously focused on simple object-based jokes and punchlines, Messina now sets 
his aim on the macro: managerial systems, processes, networks, institutions and the sun. The 
exhibition marks an attempt to make sense of art infrastructure, draw its vague outlines and map out 
its complex shapes using clever quips and some tasteful slapstick.       
 

Gallery call me up to touch base as they say 
Wrap me up in small talk and then ask for production stills 
Haha yeah of course it on its way I say confidently 
Slamming 50 photoshop effects on a Sol LeWitt and hitting send 

 
Messina’s tone varies from 90s-jock-aspirational to smart-alec-modernism and under-contemporary.  
Despite attempting to graduate from ‘young artist’ to ‘emerging artist’, Messina maintains an 
irrepressible desire to convey a practice outside his own reach, to produce a physically impossible 
body of work, to not commit to a single idea but convey a myriad of washes and gists. 
 

Rival Gallery call me up late at night, 



Hear you got a show they say, winding the phone line around they index finger 
Lying on they stomach, legs up, boredly kicking, barefoot and chewing on gum,  
We should, I don’t know, grab a coffee sometime 

 
Messina has not shown, or been offered a show, since February 2016. He hopes things are starting to 
look up.  

 
Gallery call me up for that final progress report 
We heard it behind schedule and falling apart they say 
Miss 100% of the shots you don’t take I say as I always say  
Double or nothing I add as the first solo show gets fucking obliterated by hubris 


